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Diplomata Belgica 

Analysing medieval charter texts (dictamen) through 

a quantitative approach

The case of Flanders and Hainaut (1191-1244)





Count(esse)s of Flanders and Hainaut

Successive reigns 1191-1244

Baldwin V/VIII (1191 - 1194/1195)

Baldwin VI/IX (1194/1195 - 1206)

Philip I of Namur (1206 - 1212) (regent)

Joan of Constantinopel (1212 - 1244)



Diplomata Belgica

Diplomata Belgica

Thesaurus Diplomaticus (Brepols 1997) 

Digital edition of charters up to 1200 
(A. Wauters, Table chronologique des chartes et diplômes imprimés concernant 
l’histoire de la Belgique, 1866-1946) 

Diplomata Belgica (Hercules, SML)

Sources of the Medieval Low Countries (SMLC). 
A Multiple Database System for the Launch of Diplomata Belgica and for a Completely Updated 

Version of Narrative Sources’ (2010-2013, director: prof. Jeroen Deploige, Ghent University)

> 30.000 charter references and charter texts up to 
1250 (Belgium and northern France)















Diplomata Belgica

Advantages for diplomatic research

Heuristics

More comparative and creative text analysis

Dispositive clause (dispositio)

Quantitative word approach (‘word statistics’)

1191-1244: availability of about 20.000 digitized charter 
texts in the Diplomata Belgica

‘Neutrality’ of the queries









Diplomata Belgica

Advantages for diplomatic research

Heuristics

More comparative and creative text analysis

Quantitative word approach (‘word statistics’)

1191-1244: availability of about 16.000 digitized charter 
texts in the Diplomata Belgica

‘Neutrality’ of the queries



Methodology and procedure of determination

Stilvergleichung (Delisle, von Sickel)

Author/issuer:
Count(ess) of 

Flanders and Hainaut

Destinary B:

aldermen of 

Ghent

Destinary C:

hospital

Destinary A:

abbey

Editorial origin: 

Comital chancery



Methodology and procedure of determination

Stilvergleichung (Delisle, von Sickel)

Editorial origin: 

Scriptorium of Ten Duinen

Author/issuer A:

count(ess) 
of Flanders and 

Hainaut

Author/issuer C:

local 

seigneur

Author/issuer B:

aldermen of 
Ghent

Destinary:

abbey of 

Ten Duinen



‘Three step action plan’

FIRST PHASE: search for significant frequencies

Word groups, expressions, protocol formulas with 
dominant occurrences

‘Trial and error’

about 5.500 queries

dominant frequency in charters of count(esse)s of Flanders 
and Hainaut

results list: occurrence in at least three comital acts for three 
different destinaries

=> “characteristic dictamen elements”

Example: (absolvere) ab omni servitio (…) feodali







Example: query (absolvere) ab omni servitio (…) feodali

=> Characteristic dictamen element for the acts issued by the 

counts of Flanders and Hainaut





Example: query adheredari

=> Typical editorial custom for the scriptorium of the chapter of 

Ste Waudru (Mons, Hainaut)



‘Three step action plan’

SECOND PHASE: some quantitative conditions

Determination of (comital) charters as chancery 
products if the charter text contains:

at least four characteristic dictamen elements, of which 
two appear in the dispositio

at least three characteristic dictamen elements, of 
which at least one appears exclusively in comital acts

mandate: at least one characteristic dictamen element

‘keure’: at least six characteristic dictamen elements 
in the dispositio 



‘Three step action plan’

THIRD PHASE: final determination as editorial 
chancery product

Quantitative requirements

Proof ‘to the contrary’ (a contrario)

Lack of ‘suspicious’ elements

=> Editorial chancery product



Results

Identification of 393 editorial chancery products

Issued by count(ess), but also by relatives, counts 
officials, chancery clerks

Continuity in chancery activities

most obvious in Flanders

decreased productivity in politically unstable periods



Results

Proper ‘chancery identity/image’

f.e. bone memorie (commonly used) >< 
bone recordationis (comital chancery)

f.e. libere et absolute possidendum (commonly used)

>< libere et pacifice possidendum (comital chancery)

f.e. salutem in Domino (commonly used) >< 
salutem et sinceri amoris affectum (comital chancery)

f.e. universis presentes litteras inspecturis
(commonly used) >< omnibus presentes litteras 
inspecturis (comital chancery)



Results

Chancery traditions vs. innovations
editorial ‘tradition’ dating from time of count Baldwin VI/IX 

(ca. 1200) until early 1220s

editorial ‘innovations’ after 1225

change in sequence of protocol formulas

• until early 1220s: INT-NOT-ADR-NAR-DIS-COR-GET-(PL)-DAT

• after 1225: INT-ADR-SAL-NOT-NAR-DIS-COR-(PL)-DAT

Influence of leading chancery clerks on 
editorial traditions

Giselbert of Mons (Hainaut, until 1206)

Walter of Kortrijk (<1225) 

Gilles of Bredene (>1227-1228)
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